THEMATIC COMPILATION OF RELEVANT INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE MALAWI

ARTICLE 6

PREVENTIVE ANTI-CORRUPTION BODIES

FEDERATIV REPUBLIC OF MALAWI (FOURTEENTH MEETING)
Measures taken to establish policies, mechanisms (such as working groups, task forces or other ad hoc coordination groups) and/or standard operating procedures through which bodies mandated to prevent corruption (in accordance with article 6 of the United Nations Convention against Corruption) and law enforcement authorities (including those specialized in combating corruption through law enforcement) share information, evidence or intelligence relevant to corruption prevention, detection and/or investigation;

- The ACB has both preventative and law enforcement functions, internal standard operating procedures guide the interaction between the two sections.
- Externally the ACB has partnership with other law enforcement institutions i.e. National Coordination strategy, and MOUs with various institutions.

Policies, mechanisms and/or standard operating procedures through which bodies with mandates to prevent corruption (UNCAC article 6) and also conduct law enforcement operations related to corruption share intelligence, evidence or information internally within the designated body related to corruption prevention and/or detection; and

Bureau Standing Orders